
 

 

 

To whom it may concern, 

RE: PROPOSED PROMOTIONAL NEWS SERVICE 

I would like to add my support to a proposal by Business News to create a news service called The 
Bureau to help tell the story of Western Australia’s innovative industries outside this great state. 

The proven concept behind this the proposal, to have real journalists write real stories for interstate 
and overseas publishers that simply don’t have the resources to know what is happening here, is an 
idea which is appropriate for our state right now. 

To attract investors, scientists, those who wish to trade and other visitors to this great state they 
need to know what is going on here. Well written stories published in credible media beyond our 
state will assist greatly with increasing interest in and understanding of WA. If we want to diversify 
our economy and create the jobs of the future, this is what we should be doing. 

Business News is well known to me. I believe this organisation has the skills and experience to 
successfully run this proposed service. More importantly, they believe deeply in the opportunities 
this state has to offer and have invested significant resources in a media company that is positive 
about WA and its future. 

I commend the Business News proposal for The Bureau and express my support for the state to 
engage this service, as we would not be where we are today without their continued support. 

It is now more than ever that we should be supporting local innovation & growth by showcasing the 
amazing Western Australian mindset, accomplishments & success stories to a world in dire need of 
some positive news during the current global circumstances. 

I personally believe this initiative will assist greatly getting WA to the forefront and allow us continue 
pushing the boundaries of innovation. 

 

Regards, 

Tom Young, CEO udrew 

 
E: tom@udrew.com.au 

 

 

ABN 99 617 527 643 

Unit 5 / 896 Beaufort Street, 
Inglewood, WA 6052 

 

"Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working 
together is success." - Henry Ford 


